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WE ARE HUGELY GRATEFUL FOR 
THE SPONSORSHIP SUPPORT 
WE RECEIVE FROM CORPORATE 
SOUTH AFRICA AS WELL AS 
WONDERFUL CONTRIBUTIONS 
FROM OUR INDUSTRY PARTNERS, 
MENTORS AND SUPPORTING 
ORGANISATIONS. 
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Introduction
Jenny Retief
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Dear Partners and Friends

It gives me great pleasure to present you with our 2017 Stakeholder Report. 

We became fully operational in September 2015 and since then have experienced exponential growth. From the first five on-campus 
businesses at that point, to 20 in January 2016, we now have over 150, demonstrating the classic ‘hockey stick’ trajectory we have achieved 
in these 28 months. The team also provides basic business guidance to approximately 300 off-campus enterprises, helping them grow in 
their chosen markets. Two of the on-campus businesses have graduated and expanded their footprint, making their economic contribution 
beyond the immediate area.

The campus functions around the clock, with individual SMEs defining their operating hours to suit their businesses. You will often see 
entrepreneurs burning the midnight oil in testament to their commitment and determination to succeed. Twenty percent of businesses have 
more than doubled their average monthly revenue in 12 months; a pleasing number but one we want to grow considerably.

It’s interesting to note that industry clusters are emerging amongst the entrepreneurs at Riversands Incubation Hub. For example, there 
are a number of businesses in each of the home décor space, security industry, textile and fashion, food and beverage as well as building 

and construction. These clusters benefit from the multiplier effect by providing great opportunities for peer sharing and 
collaboration, supporting each other and dealing with resource constraints in times of peak demand. This enables 

the businesses to service variable levels of demand for their goods and services, having the knock-on effect 
of making them more appealing to potential customers in terms of providing a wider range of choice and 

certainty of delivery.

The construction of the Riversands Commercial Park has begun in earnest. The flagship Makro opened 
this past November, bringing increased visibility to the area and our Hub. We are delighted to see 
project managers, architects and engineers choosing to meet at our coffee shops.  In this way, 
construction decision makers become aware of the many entrepreneurial offerings available. This 
includes engineering, construction services, shop fitting, furniture, interior fittings, décor and the very 
latest in edible and organic landscaping.

Construction activities will ramp up in 2018 with the creation of a light industrial SME park, several 
sites for manufacturing firms, extensive residential development and a Builders Warehouse. We are 
fortunate to be in the midst of this area of prime real estate and our vision is to see the market 

opportunities flowing from this development being served by local SMEs producing high quality goods 
and services. This will really allow the area to flourish and build the local economy.

This year has seen the team broaden the range of financial support services offered to SMEs, 
roll out an online Business Academy in collaboration with African Management Initiative 

(AMI), launch The Yard as a physical showroom for SME products, and extend and refine 
the marketing services we offer SMEs.  In 2018 we will be building on this base together 
with implementing a range of new results measurement tools and processes to give us 
the information we need for continual improvement.  We will also extend our support 
offering with Design Sprints and other strategy formulation and ideation support 
services.

We are hugely grateful for the sponsorship support we receive from corporate South 
Africa as well as wonderful contributions from our industry partners, mentors and 
supporting organisations. We salute those who make our work possible.   

Regards

Jenny Retief
CEO 
Riversands Incubation Hub



Partner contributions amplify and strengthen the impact of the 
work at Riversands Incubation Hub and have allowed us to 
improve and extend our service offerings to the SMEs. We are 

PARTNERS

FOUNDING PARTNERS

enormously grateful to know that partner organisations share 
our vision of growing the SA economy and have supported us 
in a way that creates valuable synergies. Thank you.
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MENTORS

With over 150 businesses on the campus, we 
have come to rely heavily on a strong team of 
focused mentors. Many of them are volunteers who 
gracefully leverage their networks and industry 
knowledge to help SMEs grow. Other valuable 
contributions have come from specialists in their 
fields who deliver guest lectures for interested 
SMEs as well as being on call for specialist advice.

We truly value their contribution to the eco-system 
and look forward to watching the businesses thrive 
thanks to their input.

After 46 years in the corporate 
environment and most recently 
in managerial positions, Jean- 
Francois  is retired but cannot 
completely sever his bond with 
the business world. As someone 
who is passionate about small 
business development, he 
wants to assist entrepreneurs 
to improve their performance 
and achieve their business 
goals.

Rod  is a seasoned entrepreneur 
who has run and managed 
a number of successful 
businesses for over 20 years. 
As a semi- retired “grey top” 
who lives nearby, Rod is keen 
to give back to society. 

JEAN-FRANÇOIS 
BARRAL

ROD 
CAIRNS

VOLUNTEERS
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THE MENTOR/BUSINESS COACH ECO-SYSTEM
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HIGHLIGHTS

RIVERSANDS BUSINESS 
ACADEMY LAUNCH

Experience has shown that many of the issues faced by 
SMEs relate to training and skills. In 2017, Riversands 
Incubation Hub launched the online Riversands Business 
Academy in partnership with African Management Initiative 
(AMI), which helps businesses across Africa build motivated, 
productive and effective workforces through learning and 
transformation programmes, delivered via web, mobile and 
in-person workshops. 

AMI has developed over 50 practical business modules – 
including over 3 000 tools – with Africa’s leading business 
schools and global experts on adult learning. The world-class 
content is combined with coaching, action-learning projects 
and networking tools to ensure that employees apply what 
they learn on the job and hold each other accountable to the 
highest standards of performance and responsibility.
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FUNDEX
2017

Riversands in partnership with Kaya FM hosted its second 
annual FundEX, aimed at connecting entrepreneurs with 
funding opportunities on 17 August. 

The event showcased a wide spectrum of funders to expose 
entrepreneurs to the many opportunities available.

With more than 500 attendees, the event was a great success. 
People from diverse backgrounds converged to hear valuable 
insights on topics such as building an investible business, how 
to become an inner-city property entrepreneur, government 
incentives as well as funding challenges and how to overcome 
them.

The event started on a high note as Ran Neu-Ner, co-founder of 
The Creative Counsel (TCC), South Africa’s largest advertising 
and marketing agency, delivered a powerful keynote address.

Neu-Ner said that South Africans needed to get into the 
mindset of celebrating failure and not shun it. He further 
encouraged and challenged aspiring entrepreneurs to ‘come 
out of the closet’, saying the time to start their businesses 
was today – the longer they wait, the more responsibilities life 
will throw at them. “The ability to take risks is a currency of 
entrepreneurship.”

A FundEX highlight was the panel discussion which featured 
entrepreneurs who successfully raised funding for their 
businesses and proved popular with attendees. Entrepreneurs 
on the panel were Aisha Pandor, founder of SweepSouth; Peter 

Frolich, managing director at CreoVision; Seola Mashamaite, 
managing director at Montech Calibration Services (an on-
campus entrepreneur); and Jan de Kock, head of Private 
Sector Origination at Absa. The CEO of Dzana Investments, 
Nkateko Khoza moderated the discussion and also shared 
pearls of wisdom with attendees.

As anticipated, the Funders Lounge in which entrepreneurs 
were allowed to book a one-on-one appointment with 
specialists from a range of different funders including state 
agencies, private equity, commercial banks and innovative 
alternative funding providers was oversubscribed with more 
than 150 people making bookings.

The ability to take 
risks is a currency of 
entrepreneurship.
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PLATFORMS

The goal for 2017 was to empower 350 women to make 
bags using industrial sewing machines and incorporating 
discarded billboard material into the designs. Project leader 
Lise Kuhle has ensured that the target has been reached 
and the women’s lives have been improved in meaningful 
ways.

The success of the programme can be ascribed to the 
individual approach taken with each woman, depending on 
her strengths. Creative thinking is encouraged and women 
come up with new designs for bags, clothing and home 
décor to sell to different markets both in the surrounding 
community and further afield. 

One of the strengths of the programme lies in the synergies 
that exist between Lise Kuhle’s Eco-Smart, which receives 

During the course of 2017, the Riversands Incubation Hub team continued to develop specialist industry-specific support 
platforms that enable us to extend the impact of the work we do by facilitating access for new micro businesses to get into these 
industries and become more formal. The business owners benefit from shared premises, training, business support services and 
industry-specific mentorship. The design of the platforms allows the participants to earn while they learn, which has proved to 
be extremely beneficial.

In addition to business training, a challenge which has surfaced and we are striving to address is the lack of numeracy skills 
due to the deficiencies in the public education system. Naturally these skills are vital to activities such as accurate costing and 
pricing, critical to any business.

There are three such platforms at present: upcycling; catering and agri/landscaping, with the potential to extend these to include 
additional industries.

COCA-COLA 
UPCYCLING 

MANUFACTURING 
PLATFORM
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corporate orders for various laptop and other bags and the women 
participants who make the bags to gain income and experience 
as well as exposure to the market.

Many of the women have bought their own industrial sewing 
machines thanks to a savings scheme and 15 of them are proud 
owners of machines while a further six have committed to the 
savings process.

Some women act as sales agents for those who prefer to focus on 
sewing. All women who complete the basic sewing programme 
also do basic business training. This enables them to cost their 
goods, (including calculating the value of their labour) and 
price accurately, which ensures they have the tools to become 
profitable.
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During the year, the women went on a number of field trips 
to gain insight into merchandising and different product 
ranges. Kamers vol Geskenke proved to be a good eye-
opener for the programme participants in terms of the range 
and quality of merchandise on sale. Another field trip was 
to SARCDA, where the variety of goods inspired many of 
the women to come up with innovative designs for different 
items.

The women on the programme have also been provided with 
a number of market access opportunities to hone their retail 
skills and earn extra money. These included stalls at The 
Yard Market days and ‘ambush’ marketing during big events 
at Riversands Incubation Hub where the SME Development 
team set up a mini market for SMEs to sell their wares to 
delegates. A highlight in November was an event held at 
Coca-Cola’s Rosebank offices where staff were eager to buy 
early Christmas gifts.

It is extremely gratifying to note that two of the micro 
businesses from this platform have graduated to their own 
dedicated business unit on the campus.

The sponsorship from Coca-Cola South Africa has been 
the catalyst which has transformed the women’s lives and 
allowed them to flourish with dignity. It highlights the power 
of partnerships which leverage the strengths of the parties 
involved.



The area at Riversands Incubation Hub assigned to agricultural 
training has come into its own thanks to a partnership with 
Positive Cycle and funding from Vibramech, which designs 
and manufactures a range of vibrating equipment for the 
mining and mineral processing industries.

A total of 14 potential agri-preneurs started the training 
programme in October 2016. Three high-performing 
individuals were selected to continue cultivating vegetables 
on their own dedicated plots with access to water and 
growing tunnels sponsored by Contemporary Habitat. Winter 
provided an ideal opportunity for the chosen agri-preneurs to 
become au fait with soil preparation and sustainable farming 
methods. As soon as the days started growing longer, they 
planted a wide variety of vegetables including spinach, 
cauliflower, tomatoes, kale and herbs.

There is currently steady demand for the produce from three 
outlets in the surrounding areas. Shoppers are eager to 
purchase vegetables grown without chemicals.

Running parallel to the sustainable farming methodologies 
guidance is the basic business training where the coaches 

from Riversands Incubation Hub train them in accurate pricing, 
invoicing, cash flow and creating a cogent business plan.

The agri-preneurs have made excellent progress because 
they’re active participants and have taken full ownership of the 
project. They regularly provide updates to show what they have 
achieved and where they need assistance. Market access has 
been a challenge and the Riversands Incubation Hub SME Dev 
team has been assisting them to tap into opportunities and also 
to ensure that they grow a consistent supply for the customers 
and that produce doesn’t go to waste. 

A challenge to be tackled in the New Year is quality compliance 
and producing sufficient volumes for top-end retailers such as 
local Pick n Pay family stores.

RIVERSANDS
AGRI-HUB
PLATFORM
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The Riversands Incubation Hub team identified a pool of 
talented home bakers making money from their skills, but 
could use a boost to grow and formalise their businesses 
and create additional jobs and opportunities. The Cookie Co-
op business model allows Riversands to provide facilitated 
market access for the freshly-produced cookies through its 
corporate network.

The entrepreneurs work in a professional industrial-scale 
kitchen under the guidance of an experienced pastry chef 
as well as a professional caterer. Administrative help from 
Riversands ensures that everything is correctly costed, 
delivered and invoiced and the revenue distributed equitably. 
They use tried and tested recipes, improve their baking skills 
and business savvy, with all the profits flowing back to their 
pockets.

The professional kitchen staff and SME Development team 
has assisted the three bakers currently on the programme 

to conduct blind taste tests to provide honest feedback on the 
quality of the goods. Scones have been added to the range 
with the idea of catering for functions such as weddings and 
corporate functions.

COOKIE CO-OP 
PLATFORM



Launched this year, The Yard is a dedicated retail platform 
designed to give Riversands entrepreneurs an outlet to sell 
and showcase their products or services.

Access to new markets is often cited as the number one 
challenge faced by emerging entrepreneurs. With The Yard, 
entrepreneurs enjoy favourable commercial terms, brand 
exposure and access to a credit card facility (often beyond 
the reach of an informal entrepreneur).

The Yard’s support team works closely with entrepreneurs 
to fine-tune costing and pricing, quality and standards as 
well assisting the entrepreneur with product positioning and 
promotion. This supports entrepreneurs to become ‘retail 
ready’ and able to explore other mainstream channels.

Success is measured by an increase in an entrepreneur’s 
sales, growth in client base as well as the opening of other, 
additional market avenues for the business.

The consignment stock is extremely varied and ranges from 
school bags to toys, clothes, jewellery, cosmetics, furniture 

and cleaning materials. 

Two Market Days have been hosted during 2017. Additional 
marketing effort is put into promoting these events to attract 
people from the surrounding affluent communities. It is 
anticipated that these Market Days will be held quarterly in 
2018.

THE YARD
MARKET ACCESS
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The Riversands Incubation Hub Philosophy 

In 2017, we put more focus into developing and explaining our 
operational philosophy. 

The philosophy is shaped by the scale at which Riversands 
operates: our goal of independent sustainability for the 
businesses that come through our programmes; and by our 
belief that South Africa has unique challenges and market 
opportunities needing fresh delivery methods and product 
design to unlock value. Conventional methods of entrepreneur 
selection and business idea evaluation may miss these 
opportunities. 

Another factor is that there is already a lot of support available 
to those black-owned businesses that have achieved a 
measure of success and an initial track record.  Although we 
also serve that segment, we particularly seek to grow it. For 
this reason, we target a broader continuum of businesses that 
includes new entrants and even micro survivalist businesses 
with potential for growth, through all levels of maturity and 
sophistication to those who have already achieved success 
and are looking to break through to the next level of size and 
operational maturity. 

In a nutshell, we believe that independent sustainability for a 
business can only be achieved if it comes from actions driven 
by the business owners themselves.  We provide an enabling 
platform for entrepreneurs with a wide range of business 
support services and it’s up to each entrepreneur to decide 
what their business needs.  We don’t ensure any business’s 
success and we don’t spend vast amounts on gatekeeping 
and selection; instead we focus on providing opportunity 
and access to the ingredients typically needed to make a 
business succeed.  Entrepreneurs then self-select themselves 
to success or failure by their actions. We inculcate this in our 
entrepreneurs from day one.  
 
Crucially, we also provide an entrepreneur-friendly eco-
system within which to pursue that path.  Risk, and the very 

real possibility of failure, is inherent to entrepreneurship and 
to innovation.  It is the response to failure that distinguishes 
the real entrepreneur.  Does it destroy one, or can one learn 
from it, pivot, re-group as needed and move forward once 
again stronger than ever?   A crucial value of Riversands 
Incubation Hub’s offering is that our services reduce the 
penalty of failure, both financially and psychologically.  There 
is no long term lease to factory premises - the offering is agile 
to scale up or scale down; entrepreneurs draw on learning 
from Riversands Business Academy and the peer learning 
from fellow entrepreneurs. Back office support helps build 
administrative excellence, well managed finances and early 
warning systems to maximise returns.  Market access support 
raises market visibility and helps access new clients and 
market segments.

Our offering allows businesses to adapt according to the 
market conditions they face; if necessary an entrepreneur 
can scale back what is not working, redefine the business’s 
offering as needed, market the new offering and then scale 
up rapidly to deliver on the business’s brand promise.  The 
agility of Riversands’ offering makes that possible. It’s 
truly encouraging to see our entrepreneurs embracing this 
approach and philosophy. 
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SELF

EVERYDAY COURAGEOUS SYMBIOTIC

ENTREPRENEURIAL

EMPOWERMENT

EXCELLENCE CARING SYNERGY

ENERGY

OUR CULTURE VALUES

MISSIONVISION

Facilitate access to a rich range of 
entrepreneur development and business 
support services that committed, 
talented entrepreneurs can harness to 
start and grow their businesses

A South African economy thriving through 
increasing numbers of successful small 
businesses, whose ownership reflects SAs 
population demographics, creating jobs 
and economic opportunity for all

The executive team at Riversands Incubation Hub is planning 
for the next phase of development in terms of creating an 
optimal eco-system for small businesses to flourish and 
grow.  Achieving this requires powerful, ongoing impact 
measurement together with continual extension and 
refinement of the services we offer entrepreneurs.  We 
remain connected to international thought leaders and 
look constantly to bring the best of international thinking 
to bear whilst maintaining relevance and efficacy with a 
uniquely South African implementation.  Our CEO, Jenny 
Retief recently returned from the USA where a range of 

meetings and learning forums provided valuable content and 
connections for the Hub.  In addition, the long anticipated 
commercial and residential development of the Riversands 
Commercial Park and surrounding area is beginning to 
occur, creating an exciting, opportunity-rich environment for 
entrepreneurs across a range of industries.   

We look forward to an exciting year of growth for Riversands 
Incubation hub and more importantly, for the businesses and 
entrepreneurs we serve.
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LOOKING AHEAD



Website: http://www.riversandsihub.co.za     l     Tel: +27 (0) 11 012 4600     l     Email: info@riversandsihub.co.za
Facebook: facebook.com/riversandshub/     l     Twitter: twitter.com/riversandshub/     l     YouTube: Riversands Incubation Hub


